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Teaching 101: An Auxiliar Crash Course 
Unit 1A—The Auxiliar Experience 

 
 

 
Preview Activity 

A. Answer 3 of these questions. 
 

● What do you think your first class will be like? Describe it from a student’s 
perspective 

● What do you know about the auxiliar program aside from the explanation on the 
website? Do you have friends who completed the program? What would you like to 
know? 

● Imagine you’re boarding your plane after the best year you could have hoped for in 
Spain. What made the year awesome?  

● Do you think living in Spain will get progressively easier each day you are there? 
Why? 

● How involved do you hope to be in preparing classroom activities? Do you expect this 
to change over the course of the year? If so, how? 

● If you aren’t a native-level Spanish speaker, what effect do you think not being a 
native-level Spanish speaker will have in your daily life? What level of Spanish would 
you say you have? (Here’s the scale they use in Europe to measure proficiency 
bit.ly/AuxiliarProficiency) 

● Why do you think it might be important to keep in mind that there is not one 
particular “Spanish” identity? Or one particular identity of people from your country? 

 
B. Pre-Course Survey  

 

 



 

 
Video 

 
 

https://youtu.be/SA3BMJIQ1S8  
 
 

 
Reading  

Note: Everything here is actually taken from journal entries on the days specified. One 
huge plus of a 12 hour workweek is that you have time to reflect on this once in a lifetime 
experience you’re about to have. I’d highly recommend journaling of some kind! 

September 20th. The 2nd thing I realized, after finding out that double cheek kissing was 
actually real, was that my name (Bayard) was going to be a real issue for Spaniards. My 
go-to trick since kindergarten: “It’s like ‘Bear’ with a D on the end” wasn’t going to serve me 
here. I became “Berto” instead, which worked okay, until people trying to be more formal 
asked if it was short for “Alberto,” and I would jokingly say “no, it’s short for Bayard.” You 
don’t realize how big of a deal saying someone’s name correctly is until nobody can 
pronounce yours.  

As I walked down Calle Santa Clara that night (which, interestingly enough, is the main 
street in downtown San José as well- my hometown in California), bustling with real 
Spaniards, not those in my Spanish textbooks, I realize this is actually happening: I’m about 

 



 

to spend 8 months living in Europe. Another problem: I haven’t really spoken Spanish in 4 
years and probably have at most, an A2 level of proficiency. 

September 21st. I’m in Zamora right now at a cheap hostel. 22 Euros a night for my own 
room with a double bed, TV and sink, as opposed to 20 euros to share a room with five 
other people in Madrid. The city looks like it will be fun. It’s very European- cobblestone 
streets, you can walk everywhere, public transportation got me there from Madrid, people 
are well dressed, people don’t wear shorts-ever, and everyone has black socks! It’s about half 
the size of Davis (California) in area (fact check: Zamora is 57 square miles, Davis is 10) 
but with the same population. Tomorrow I’ll be apartment hunting- my first appointment is 
at 9:30 AT NIGHT! How random is that? 

 

October 15th. Here’s what I did in my classes today: 

Verónica (Primero de ESO) 

● Talked about spice (as in food), Verónica said most of the time when you hear “spice” 
in Spain people think of the “Spice Girls” 

● I said my favorite food was red bell-pepper. My students didn’t understand, so I spent 
10 minutes describing different types of pepper. I eventually broke down and just said 
“I like pimiento rojo,” even though we aren’t supposed to use spanish. Verónica 
suggested I try pimientos de padrón and the class agreed. 

● I was asked, again, by students if I have a husband, wife, or kids. How old do they 
think I am??? 

Christina (Segundo de ESO) 

● We were on page 13, exercise 10. 
● Christina asked me during class, in front of the class, “Is the right way to say it ‘make 

an article for a newspaper?’ or ‘make a picture for a newspaper?’” I told her neither 
sounded correct- and that I would say “write an article for a newspaper” and “take a 
picture for a newspaper,” but she didn’t seem to agree. I thought maybe it was a 
British/American difference and said so- as I didn’t want to dismiss her answer, nor 
did I want to embarrass her by saying I was right and she was wrong. 

● There were 3 different conversations going on among students while I was teaching 
at one point. 

● It didn’t seem like students were paying attention while Christina was teaching. 
● When Paula spelled Sara’s name wrong on the board, Sara said “NO, I KILL YOU!” 

Then, when Christina told Sara you say “by car,” not “on car” when describing how you 
get somewhere, Sara said “I don’t care” to Christina… But nothing happened! In the 
US, I would have gotten detention, they would have called my mom, and I would have 
had some serious ‘splanin’ to do. 

 



 

Maite (Segundo de ESO, B) 

● Her class was having a quiz, so I had some free time. She also said she wouldn’t need 
me next week. 

Luis Ángel (Primero de Bachillerato) 

● I read several chapters of the textbook out loud about American history. We talked 
about the Declaration of Independence and the Mayflower.  

● I’m embarrassed because these students honestly know more US history than I do… 
case in point, I mistakenly said Madison was the second president, and got called out 
on it. 

● Ricardo had some awesome comments about the differences between US and 
Spanish governmental views 

Paola (Primero de ESO, B) 

● Paula wasn’t there, but the class 100% followed what I said 
● I called on students in order by seating arrangement, and they were quiet and 

attentive.  
● We read part of a story about a kid in a backwards school outloud, then we talked 

about several idioms in the story, then we talked about what rules would be like in an 
actual school 

● We used words like: usually, must, kind of, should not, prohibited  

November 30th. As I walk into school, I feel like a celebrity. I’m greeted with dozens of 
“HELLO”s or “GOOD MORNING”s or “HOW ARE YOU?” I know all of my student’s names, 
all of the English teacher’s names, and a few of the other teacher’s names. The woman who 
works in the cafetería knows me because I sometimes buy a bocadillo de tortilla after 
school.  

In all of the different classes I go into, I would say there is a vast spectrum of teacher 
expectations for what they want me to do:  

● I am a textbook reader & “does this sound right” question answerer 
● I am a textbook reader, then outline what it says on the board. I also explain things 

in my own words when students have questions. 
● I’m 30% co-teaching the class. They are always the main teacher, but they are 

regularly asking me questions out loud while they explain grammar or vocabulary, 
give examples of culture (or want me to give examples of culture), or are beginning a 
conversational activity. 

● While the teacher teaches, I can usually interrupt with stories or cultural examples 
whenever I want. If I want to play games or do a presentation, I just have to let the 

 



 

teacher know. The teacher tells me what we’re doing the day before or the week 
before. 

● I usually have free reign to do whatever, but I talk about it first with the teacher.  
● A few of my friends had teachers that demanded they teach everything for them 

every day and grade papers. [Don’t let this happen to you- Immediately report this to 
the head of the department and your contact through your comunidad autónoma].  

Lessons learned 

Over the year, being an auxiliar de conversación cemented in my mind the fact that I 
wanted to teach Spanish-but this was just my experience. Of the six auxiliares de 
conversación in Zamora that year (yes, we all knew each other), 10 years later: 

1. Two of us still live there  
2. A third is married to a zamorana 
3. A total of four of us are involved with education 
4. Two of us teach English 
5. Another teaches Spanish 
6. One of us works in business and uses his Spanish with clients.  

It was the perfect environment to try out different teaching techniques & ideas on an 
audience. Why? Because your classes are typically really excited to see you. But you also 
don’t need to come up with lessons when you don’t want to- because as the contract says- 
you’re technically just there helping out. Not every lesson was a homerun...or a base hit for 
that matter. But it is so satisfying to see students “get it” after an activity that you put 
together. 

Embracing (or at least accepting) uncertainty is one of the biggest takeaways from my 
years as an auxiliar . Since I had beginner-level fluency in Spanish, I often didn’t understand 
exactly what was going on (or, if we’re being honest, have any clue what was going on). 
While this helped me build tremendous empathy for my own students, it was also incredibly 
frustrating at times. After all, it’s not something you can just instantly fix (i.e., “okay- I’m just 
going to start understanding everything now”). Having another American at my same school 
was a huge help, as I would often turn to him and say “do you understand what’s going on?” 
If you, like me, are starting with a low level of Spanish, I promise it will get better and that 
your Spanish will grow exponentially. Keep reading, watching TV, listening to the radio, 
talking with your friends, and speaking.  

Another takeaway for me from my experience was the danger of a single story.  Before living 
in Spain, I knew (based on my Buen Viaje  textbook) that all Spaniards had blond hair, ate 
paella, lived in Barcelona, and danced flamenco. My first day in Zamora immediately broke 
many of these stereotypes.  

● Zero blond people.  

 



 

● What the heck is that pig ear doing in my paella? One of the first gross words I 
learned was “casqueria” (entrails) as in “arroz a la zamorana lleva casquería en lugar 
de marisco.” 

● Where’s the beach? Actually, there is a beach in Zamora. “La playa de los Pelambres .” 

I soon built new “single stories” of my own: my roommate loved to party, for example. Well, 
turns out the night we went out she went out with a different group of friends that she’d 
never gone out with before or since. The lesson here: careful with your generalizations!  

 
 

 
Other Resources 

Blogs 

 

One of the things I definitely wasn’t ready for—and Sam wasn’t either—was the cultural 
difference in class and student behavior. You’ll quickly realize you aren’t in Kansas anymore, 
but that this is okay. Sam emphasizes the importance of being flexible, which I can’t agree 
with more. Her example of going into a classroom and being unexpectedly put on the spot 
for 50 minutes is a great metaphor for the program in general. If you aren’t comfortable 
with uncertainty, taking risks, or, for those without a high level of fluency (my level was very 
low when I started)- making sometimes-embarrassing mistakes, then I would think very hard 
before applying.  

Catalina breaks down her first day minute by minute and gives you a great feel for what it 
is like to commute from a big city (in this case, Sevilla) to a smaller pueblo. She provides 
plenty of examples of how planning ahead can really pay off, especially doing a dry run of 
getting to school and contacting the previous auxiliar. (I did this as well and REALLY 
lucked out as it helped me find a great place to live.) Another thing Catalina mentions 
(which I found really hard to believe, and I know you do too, but it’s absolutely true) is the 
fact that you are literally a celebrity at your school. She describes the experience 
beautifully: “Kids would excitedly point or whisper as I walked by. Others would peek out 
from behind a doorway, and more bold children would proudly call out ‘Hello!’” 

YouTube Video 

Here’s a great “day in the life of an auxiliar” video so you can get the feel of what a 
Spanish high school looks like. 
 

 



 

 

 
Relevance in the Classroom 

Tools for You 

● Google Translate: When I was writing emails to Lola and my roommate, Google 
Translate was and is the best tool possible for instantly translating things with ~90% 
accuracy.  Here are some things you might not know it does. 

● Wordreference:  If you need to know the specific, fine-tuned definition of a word, 
WordReference is the best. 

● Non-boring recommendations for improving your Spanish over summer in not-boring 
ways 

Class Activities 

● Here are three activities related to Unit 1A’s focus on first impressions, names, 
identity and uncertainty: 

○ I am  poem (Primaria, ESO) 
○ Interview project (Primaria-but would need to tweak, ESO, Bachillerato) 
○ Single Story  TED talk (really high level- Bachillerato) 

 
 

 
Discussion / Assessment 

Choose one of the 3 options below to complete: 
 
Basic: Choose which of the 3 class activities above you would use in your classroom if you 
had to pick 1. Then explain why would you choose this activity over the other two.  
 
Harder: Find another class activity related to something you learned from this lesson and 
and share it (you can check out our resources here, or look elsewhere). If it’s not already in 
our database, click on “share a resource” on the homepage! 
 
Elite Super Challenge:  Create your own classroom activity related to something you 
learned in this lesson and post and share it. Make sure to post the activity as well! 
 

 



 

Teaching Strategy Note: This is called “differentiation.” Yes, I’m giving you choices like before, but 
I’m also giving different levels of difficulty for a task. In this case, I’m letting you guys choose your 
option. In others, I might say “Carlos- you’re doing option 3” because I know he would finish the 
other two quicky and needs a bigger challenge. 

 

 
Explore 

If you’re interested in exploring additional resources, here are a few recommendations: 

● Here’s a link to a ton of other fantastic auxiliar blogs I think you will find 
particularly interesting and helpful. 

● Link to another video: 5 tips for auxiliares de conversación 
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Teaching 101: An Auxiliar Crash Course 

Unit 1B—High Expectations 
Note: For an easier reading experience, make sure “print layout” is turned off. Go to “view,” and ensure 

“print layout” is deselected. 

 

 

Preview Activity 

Preview questions (Answer at least 1) 
● What do high expectations for an auxiliar de conversación in an immersion English 

class look like/sound like/feel like to you? 
● What do high expectations for a student in an immersion English class look like/sound 

like/feel like to you? 
● What do low expectations for a teacher in an immersion English class look like/sound 

like/feel like to you? 
● What do low expectations for a student in an immersion English class look like/sound 

like/feel like to you? 
● When do you think it would be ok for the auxiliar, teacher, or student to speak in 

Spanish? 
 
Teaching Strategy Note: Using the wording “look like, sound like, feel like” can usually get you better 
answers than “mean.” 
 

 

 

Video 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 

Reading  

Lesson 1 of how to be a better auxiliar de conversación is to always have high expectations 
for you students. Always. 

You’ll hear “¿Qué ha dicho?” (What did he/she say?) ten times during your first lesson. A good 
auxiliar knows not to slow down yet, and never to switch to Spanish. Repeat yourself. Say it in 
different words. Figure out how many students are understanding (later we’ll talk about: Checks 
for Understanding) and go from there. 

You might think you’re doing your students a favor by “dumbing it down,” but really you’re 
doing anything but. Your job as an auxiliar is to help Spanish students raise their English 
fluency as fast as possible. Going slow and playing it safe doesn’t do this. Three weeks from 
your first day, they will understand more than they did—They will rise to the challenge if you 
push them. If you don’t, they’ve got nowhere to go. “¿Qué ha dicho?” will be replaced with the 
same level of English they had on day one because they don’t need to try anymore. You’re 
using simple English that they already know, or, even worse, you’re explaining stuff in Spanish 
so that they don’t have to work.  

“Dumbing it down” is something the teacher can do if need be. For example, if you’re telling a 
story and say, 

 “Oh yeah that reminds me of when my friend’s fiance had made that beef stroganoff 

with the mix that had had something pretty nasty in the powder- oh that was terrible.” 

 



 

This is EXACTLY what students need to hear, because this is real English. Depending on the 
level of proficiency of the class, the teacher might say “oh, your friend’s fiance ‘cooked beef’ 
using a packet that was rotten’ in order to make it more accessible to students.  

Or, the teacher’s goal might just be to get the class to understand the main idea. They might 
ask you to repeat it slower or in different words, then ask the class comprehension questions, 
such as “who made the food,” or “was the food good,” or “what type of food was it.”  

Or, they might try to get students to predict what words mean, like fiance, nasty or powder.  

Then again, they might have a student repeat the story in simple English to the rest of the 
class. 
 
Keep pushing them. When they understand, push them more. Stay a step ahead and remain 
there.   

Yes, it feels good to be the easy teacher that students teach words to in Spanish, but that’s 
why you have friends outside of school.  

Believe me, you will feel so much more accomplished and proud when at the end of the day 
you can say, “Dang- I didn’t speak a word of Spanish” and see the tangible growth of your 
students in your exit slips (see unit on: Checks for Understanding). 

 

 
Don’t let those “¿QUÉ?” questions slow you down. Push your students. Ask: What word did 
you not understand? Have them summarize to a partner what they understood. Help them 
see that they understand more than they think they do. 

 
 

 



 

 

Other Resources 

Theory 

 

In language acquisition lingo, this is the ”zone of proximal development” or “i + 1.”  
 

 

Blog 

Setting High Expectations 

YouTube Video 

A Teacher’s Perspective: Setting High Expectations for All Students 

Infographic 

Scroll down, or see here 
 

 

 

Relevance in the Classroom 

Tools for You 

● Be a broken record. “This is impossible. We never learned this. Es que… ni idea.” 
Instead of responding to each student individually and reassuring them (i.e., giving 
them the attention they’re looking for), cut it off with “I know you can do it! What’s the 
next step?” Once they tell you- walk away. 

● Full sentence arms. If a student responds with just a word, or with a short sentence 
and you had asked for more, or you know they can say more, pretend you are 
measuring a big fish. Let this become your non-verbal gesture for “let’s hear more!” 

● “No opt out” - Do not accept “I don’t know” as an answer. Instead, prompt the student 
to use their resources: their notes, the book, a partner, their group. If need be, let them 
“phone a friend:” take out an imaginary phone, call someone else in the class, that 
person takes out their imaginary phone, gives them the answer, then always go back to 

 



 

that original student for the response. Note: I’ve never had an issue with this in Spain but 
have in the US. If the kid is freaking out, just let them know you’ll come back to them-and ask 
them a different question later in the class.  

● Talk with the teacher first- but in an absolute worst case scenario, you may consider 
letting a student explain something to another student in Spanish. The most I would 
ever do here is nod my head in agreement or shake my head to say their explanation 
was wrong.  

Class Activities 

● To keep students from responding with just 1 word answers, “sentence starters” are 
great. Find an example here  by searching “discussion sentence starters” 

 

 
 

 

Discussion / Assessment 

Please join Teaching 101 to see the assignment. 

 
 

 

 

Explore 

If you’re interested in exploring additional resources, here are a few recommendations: 

 



 

● This is an excerpt  from the best resource I know of regarding setting high academic 
expectations-the book Teach Like a Champion 

● Edutopia video: Students rising to the occasion 
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Teaching 101: An Auxiliar Crash Course  

Unit 1C—Auxiliares de Conversación Placement 
Note: For an easier reading experience, go to “view,” and ensure “print layout” is deselected. 
 

 

Preview Activity 

Preview questions (Answer at least 1) 
1. Where did you want to be placed? How did you decide this? Did you end up getting placed there? 
2. What school, city and comunidad autónoma will you be in? What do you think? 
3. Have you spoken with anyone at your school or city? What have they told you? 
4. Have you done any research into the area? If so, what? 

 
Teaching Strategy Note: There is research demonstrating that students remember more, and are more engaged in their learning, 

when their previous knowledge is activated (i.e., doing a preview activity) and there is a closing activity (i.e., the assessment). 

 
 

 



 

 

Video 

N/A 
 
 

 

Reading  

 
I remember it well—staring at the screen. All I had to do was choose my comunidad autónoma. How hard could it be? 
 
Easy! The only two places in Spain la Sra. Torna talked about were Madrid and Barcelona.  
 
Let’s see—there it is. “Madrid: #1.” Done.  
 
“Barce”—wait—”Where’s the Barcelona button?” Hmmm—let’s keep going. “What’s Castilla y León?” (Google Image 
Search) “NOPE.” Ummm… “What’s Aragon? Wasn’t he in Lord of the Rings?” “No—don’t like the sound of it.“ 
 
The rest of my choosing consisted of a long, frustrating session of Wikipedia searches and Googling.  

● “What is an autonomous community?”  
● “What is the best autonomous community?”  

 



 

● “Are you sure?”  
 
“I think my friend said to choose somewhere where they only speak Spanish… “ 

● “Where in Spain do they speak other languages?” Oh no... it’s like everywhere. WTF are all these languages? I knew 

Basque was a language...but ‘Valencian?’ Isn’t that the name for ice cream that has vanilla, chocolate and strawberry? 

● “Why am I going to Spain again?”  
● “Where do they only speak spanish?”  

 
Thankfully, either the Ministerio de Educación didn’t look at my requests (at that point I don’t even remember what I chose), 
or my inscrita number was high enough where I wasn’t put in any of my choices.  
 
I got Zamora.  
 
Za-who-a?  
 
Za-more-a. 
 
At the time, the population was approximately (I’m rounding up to be on the safe side):  

● 60,000 non-native English speakers 
● 7 native English speakers from the US  
● 10 native English speakers from the UK 
● 10 native English speakers from other countries 

 
Using Facebook, I tried to be as prepared as possible before going to Zamora. I got in touch with two of the auxiliares 
de conversación living there. Both said they loved it. Good sign! One said I could take over her lease if I wanted, and that 
her roommate was one of the kindest people she’d ever met (after living with her for a year-I couldn’t have agreed 
more).  
 
I didn’t have any idea what to expect when I got off my 3 hour bus ride from Madrid. First impressions? Zamora didn’t 
have a metro. You could walk literally anywhere in the city in 20 minutes. I could wake up and jog to work in less than 5 

 



 

minutes. It was IMPOSSIBLE to get lost. (As someone who, before GPS and smartphones, got lost regularly, you have no 
idea what a relief this was!) Everything was old—like older than the United States old. (See that church? Yeah that’s from 
the 11th Century. This one is way younger though—it’s from the 18th century. This building isn’t anything special—it’s just a 
police station… it was built in 1504.)  
 
Because Zamora is so small and there were so few English speakers, I was in an immersion environment like my students 
were. This was a huge pro for learning Spanish, but did get overwhelming at times. For example—going to the grocery 
store, ordering at a restaurant, being on the bus—you can’t cheat and say “umm, ¿cómo se dice ‘eggplant?’” (Okay I don’t 
know why you’d ever say that on the bus, but you get my point.) You’ve got to use your circumlocution skills (esa verdura 
morada que también es un emoji inapropiado), or give in and use WordReference or Google Translate if you are a 
quitter. 
 
What are some downsides of living in a place like Zamora? 
 
In smaller cities (you’ll notice this way more if you’re in a pueblo), the average age will be higher. In Zamora, it’s 
approximately 50, versus Madrid at 40-44. So, there might be less people your age to hang out with. There also might be 
less “sympathetic” Spanish speakers. What do I mean by that? Let’s say you walk into a bar and say “Tengo hambre, me 
das un bocadillo de jamón y Swiss?” A “sympathetic” speaker might say: 

● “¿Qué es “sweeeees?” or “¿Jamón y qué? 
 
While an “unsympathetic” speaker might say: 

● “¿Qué has dicho?” or “¿Qué?” or “¿Eh?” 
 
This also relates back to my hard to pronounce name. After people kept responding with “¡uf qué difícil!”  or “¿eh?”  I came 
to realize the closest most Spaniards could get was “Ballar.” It’s not my favorite, but it was either that or making people 
uncomfortable because they couldn’t say my name and may have just avoided talking to me because of that. 
 
The only problem with this was that I also had to remember my new name- as people would say, “Ballar!” “Ballar!” And I 
wouldn’t turn around! It was a learning experience for all of us. 
 

 



 

In smaller cities, you may also hear more jerga that will be important when speaking with your friends, but won’t be as 
useful when talking with other Spanish-speakers elsewhere (in Asturias, for example, a small beer—which in Spain you’d 
usually call a caña—is called a ‘canyón’). If you said that in Madrid, the camarero would probably say “A ver, tío. 
¿Quieres una cerveza grande?” Or, “¿Y eso qué es?” Or, in Zamora, you might get an “¿EHHH?” 
 
No, Zamora wasn’t what I was expecting—It was way different than anywhere I’d lived before. But, that’s the point of 
living abroad.  
 
If you’re looking for a place just like where you live now, you’re missing the point of the whole program entirely. In 
comedian Bill Burr’s sarcastic words,  
 

“This *#$&*%@ place sucks...it’s not like exactly where I left. What’s the point of traveling if it’s 
going  to be different.”    -Bill Burr 

 
Zamora was my home for a year, and like I said, part of a once in a lifetime opportunity. Your placement will be, too.  

 
 

 

Other Resources 

Tip: Something I wish someone told me—everyone complains about their job and about money, I think that’s just a given. 
Before complaining to Spaniards though, keep in mind that you actually have a pretty sweet gig. In Spain, in most places, 
making 1,000 Euros a month is considered a good salary. No, you’re not quite making that, but you’re also working 
waaaay less hours. Complain-away, but don’t be surprised when your friend gives you a hard time about how easy you 
have it! 
 

Finding a place to live 

 

● Whatever you do, don’t sign a lease before moving to Spain. Say “yeah, that sounds good- but I’d like to take a 

 



 

look once I’m in Spain first.” 
● I would look in the auxiliar facebook group for your region to see if you can take over a lease from someone who 

liked their roommates. 
● https://www.idealista.com/en/  is a common resource that’s used for piso hunting. 
● I recommend not using an inmobiliaria company, especially one for students in college towns. 

 

Get in touch with your school 

● No, it’s not required, but I recommend contacting your school over summer.  
● They might be able to put you in touch with the past auxiliar (with just their name you could probably find them 

on Facebook) and/or help you with finding a piso 
● The might also be able to help you prepare for any issues previous auxiliares had, etc. 

Setting your schedule 

● Depending on your school, you might be given your 12 hour schedule, or you might have a say in planning it out 
with the department chair. 

○ If you do have a say, remember things like: 
■ If you live far away, minimize big gaps so you don’t need to come back in the afternoon 
■ See if you can ensure you get a 3 day weekend each week 
■ Because you have a student VISA, you are not able to work at a different job. (e.g., at an academia 

or teaching private lessons) although many auxiliares do both. So, if you plan on * volunteering  at 
another school or giving lessons for  * free then I would try to keep your regular classes in the morning 

Examples of Spanish Slang (Jerga) 

● Jerga 

Places you probably want to locate in the first few days in your city 

● Información de turista 
● La policia 
● Subdelegación del gobierno 
● Your school 
● A few types of stores (Árbol, Áldi, Mercadona, a “Chino”) 

 



 

● A bar and some restaurants 
● The biblioteca 
● A cine 
● A carnicería 
● La frutería 
● El teatro 
● Renfe 
● El autobus (Both the local one, and whatever line takes you to Madrid- might be ALSA, Autorés, etc.) 
● La “boca” del metro  

 

 

 

Relevance in the Classroom 

Tools for You 

Digital Tools for Exploring Cities 

● Google Earth 
● Google Maps 
● Google Earth Expeditions (like a virtual field trip) 
● Google Arts & Culture (Virtual museum visits) 

Digital Tools for Planning a Virtual Trip 

● Google My Maps 
● Google Tour Builder 

Class Activities 

 



 

● Have students, in groups, explore your hometown and report back to the class what they learned. You could divide 
them by category: parks, restaurants, museums 

● Each student makes a Google My Map of their own city and what places are important to them 
● Students use their creative writing skills to make a Google Tour Builder for a character in a book they are reading 

in class, complete with images and descriptions. 
● Play Carmen Sandiego with your class (You’re welcome) 

 
 

 

 

Discussion / Assessment 

 

Please join Teaching 101 to see the assessment. 

 

Teaching Strategy Note #1: Providing an “A” or “10” level response for students (even better would be saying “this is a 
past student example”) helps preemptively solve a lot of potential problems by showing students what you have in 
mind. The downside is that you may end up getting 20 projects that all look the same. So, I recommend making sure 
you stress “this is just one way of interpreting the instructions.” 
 
Teaching Strategy Note #2: Even better than #1, though, is making sure you give students 5-7 minutes during class to 
start the homework or project.  
 

 

 



 

 

Explore 

If you’re interested in exploring additional resources, here are a few recommendations: 

● Average age of population in Spain by comunidad autónoma 
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